
Q1 What do you think? Please share your thoughts on Park Option 1 -
Casual Use Focus.

Answered: 44 Skipped: 95

# RESPONSES DATE

1 I like the pollinator garden idea and if this is chosen, a varied elevation or small hills/mounds. 9/6/2019 12:49 PM

2 I like this the most. It would be nice to have some type of stone wall creating an elegant entrance
to the space for this large block. Maybe do something similar at the other corners of the block? A
certain amount of topography would be good to make this corner interesting and provide a more
natural looking focal point in contrast to the tall buildings that will be here . The pollinator garden is
a great idea, as is the emphasis on shaded relaxation areas--although I assume that the proposed
lawn area will become shaded by tree cover in a few years.

9/6/2019 7:52 AM

3 #3 9/5/2019 7:47 PM

4 Considering the many trees that will be lost with this development, this is the best option as far as
tree replacement. However, this concept has unnecessary pathways. Eliminate the secondary
ones through the tree canopy area from Fern. Place movable seating in the main open area.

9/5/2019 2:13 PM

5 This is not maximizing the space to the potential it could hold for the community. 9/4/2019 9:41 AM

6 Prefer this as a second option -- a nice park in an area that needs green space. 9/4/2019 6:32 AM

7 It's great, love the use of the environment, keeping a focus on our natural environment. Though
you don't want to turn this into a homeless park, make sure enough light will filter through the
canopy of the trees in order to create a safe space. I like open fields, you can host screen on the
greens, host musical performances, etc. Activate the space for 23rd st restaurants and host
musical performances, etc. Similar to Crystal City Water Park. Bring in a smaller farmer's market. I
would keep anything you bring in as natural as possible, get away from the pop up spaces that
incorporate plastic chairs, etc. Instead make use of stone, brick, natural materials and keep it
beautiful and simple.

9/3/2019 3:02 PM

8 It's great, love the use of the environment, keeping a focus on our natural environment. Though
you don't want to turn this into a homeless park, make sure enough light will filter through the
canopy of the trees in order to create a safe space. I like open fields, you can host screen on the
greens, host musical performances, etc. Activate the space for 23rd st restaurants and host
musical performances, etc. Similar to Crystal City Water Park. Bring in a smaller farmer's market. I
would keep anything you bring in as natural as possible, get away from the pop up spaces that
incorporate plastic chairs, etc. Instead make use of stone, brick, natural materials and keep it
beautiful and simple.

9/3/2019 3:00 PM

9 This is my 2d favorite option. It allows for casual use and provides the most ecologically friendly
option.

9/3/2019 7:29 AM

10 Not a huge fan of this. It doesn't really add much to what's already on that corner. 9/3/2019 5:24 AM

11 I love it. 9/2/2019 3:43 PM

12 I like all the trees...canopy is important. I also love the idea of a pollinator garden. We need more of
that in the county.

9/2/2019 9:01 AM

13 Doesn’t seem any different from existing use, just with more landscaping 9/2/2019 6:06 AM

14 Sounds good. 9/1/2019 5:01 PM

15 Best use 9/1/2019 1:50 PM

16 Option 1 is the best option. We need as much green space (trees, grass, flowers, etc) in the city as
we can make.

9/1/2019 1:02 PM

17 Casual use is nice, just be aware that with such a heavy dog population in this area, please
expect it to be used as a pet relief area and perhaps plan accordingly with many trash cans and
even pet waste bag stations.

9/1/2019 9:46 AM
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18 Not as good as the dog park options 9/1/2019 9:22 AM

19 This design looks to provide the most versatile space that can be used for the most people. I like
the priority given to an open lawn as well as to shaded areas. More trees abutting the lawn would
be helpful.

9/1/2019 8:12 AM

20 It’s ok but stop allowing more apts to be built. You are turning Arlington into a transitory city with
people who have no ties/interest in the well being of the neighborhood You should be promoting
ownership not rentals.

9/1/2019 6:31 AM

21 Good 9/1/2019 6:14 AM

22 Pretty, but maybe better with an intentional focus. 9/1/2019 3:39 AM

23 No, no one would use this space (see, Met Park). Not big enough for true casual strolling. See
also, Barton Park's lack of use

8/31/2019 4:49 PM

24 Great use of space 8/31/2019 3:28 PM

25 This is such a small space, this is the only option that makes sense. However, no matter what you
do here, it will end up exactly the same as Met Park which has become a dog relief area because
the county has not required the developer to make space for dogs as part of their plans. So any
open space becomes a space for dogs. Simply, if dogs are going to be in apartments, the county
needs to make sure the developers make space for the dogs so our county resources are not fog
wastelands.

8/31/2019 3:18 PM

26 Very nice layout and design 8/31/2019 7:13 AM

27 sounds good casual with gardening part 8/30/2019 6:32 PM

28 couldn't there be a water feature? 8/30/2019 3:59 PM

29 I like this one, but seems less open than #2 8/30/2019 3:55 PM

30 These spaces currently provide casual use. They are primariliy used as pass-throughs and would
probably continue to be used that way. The space seems too small for anything else.

8/30/2019 3:08 PM

31 Too limited for area. 8/30/2019 2:53 PM

32 No inspiring or memorable. Does not add value to the new development not the community. 8/30/2019 2:12 PM

33 This is the best option because it devotes the most space to trees, which will be needed to cool
down this very urban area, and also to pollinator habitat, which is becoming crucial to wildlife and
food production.

8/30/2019 1:08 PM

34 Nice and simple space to hang outside 8/30/2019 1:07 PM

35 This seems to be the best option overall from the ones presented. 8/30/2019 11:37 AM

36 Love having polinator areas, shaded seating, wooded paths 8/30/2019 11:34 AM

37 Only 1 seating area? People like to sit in a nice space. Many don't have a yard and this should be
more: sit and enjoy the space!

8/30/2019 11:04 AM

38 This is the safe route. There are already a lot of public spaces that have this function. It doesn't
make the park standout, but it is a solid idea. This option could come across as boring and plain. I
would like to see more trees and I love the pollinator friendly practices.

8/30/2019 9:34 AM

39 Casual use is the best option- people can use the space however they see fit. 8/30/2019 8:29 AM

40 Only 1 seating area? People like to sit in a nice space. Many don't have a yard and this should be
more: sit and enjoy the space!

8/30/2019 8:02 AM

41 I really like the pollinator garden emphasis and how the benches/seating flows within walkways. I
also like how the park doesn't have a niche - it's an open outdoor space without a designated
purpose, which is nice to have.

8/30/2019 7:35 AM

42 Space is quite small. Looks like an afterthought without some programming, like BID-organized
small events Ranked #3

8/28/2019 8:08 PM

43 its ok 8/28/2019 11:00 AM

44 Their are several large parks ft Scott, Eads and Va Highlands with large casual use space. Use
the opportunity to bring services of parks to the people of CC/PC.

8/23/2019 1:00 PM
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Q2 What do you think? Please share your thoughts on Park Option 2 -
Casual Use + Dog Run.

Answered: 48 Skipped: 91

# RESPONSES DATE

1 I don't see this small of a dog run being as beneficial. It would be nice to expand it a little further
towards the casual use space.

9/6/2019 12:49 PM

2 This is a second choice, although I am wondering if the dog run wouldn't be better in the initially
designed open space for Crystal Houses. This might provide a more convenient location for the
neighboring residents. We should have a dog run somewhere in this block.

9/6/2019 7:52 AM

3 #2 9/5/2019 7:47 PM

4 A dog exercise area is sorely needed in the neighborhood. Please make it attractive! Also, since
there is an unsightly and rat-infested restaurant dumpster space across the street, having this be
an activated dog space (rather than just a place to sit and enjoy the surroundings) makes sense.

9/5/2019 2:13 PM

5 This is not the appropriate spot for the dog park/run for the area - please pursue the Eads park
option.

9/4/2019 9:41 AM

6 Given the likely influx of new residents and Amazon's dog-friendly policy, this would be a good
choice. (note -- we do not own a dog)

9/4/2019 6:32 AM

7 My hesitation is the dog pee smell. With spaces so small designated for dogs to be fenced in, I
don't necessarily think it makes any sense since dogs need a lot of space to run and play. I live
near 13th and South Eads, near to the Arcadia, Bartlett, there's a large open field of grass that has
been turned into a pee lot full of dogs, everytime I walk by, it smells, so I wouldn't want that to be
the case. I don't know who will be keeping up with the maintenance but I'd rather designate that
space for kids and build a playground. There are plenty of other areas where dogs can walk and
play in the area.

9/3/2019 3:02 PM

8 My hesitation is the dog pee smell. With spaces so small designated for dogs to be fenced in, I
don't necessarily think it makes any sense since dogs need a lot of space to run and play. I live
near 13th and South Eads, near to the Arcadia, Bartlett, there's a large open field of grass that has
been turned into a pee lot full of dogs, everytime I walk by, it smells, so I wouldn't want that to be
the case. I don't know who will be keeping up with the maintenance but I'd rather designate that
space for kids and build a playground. There are plenty of other areas where dogs can walk and
play in the area.

9/3/2019 3:00 PM

9 Looks good 9/3/2019 1:14 PM

10 This is my favorite option. It provides for casual use and provides a much needed community
amenity (dog run/park).

9/3/2019 7:29 AM

11 I like this plan, as the dog run would be a great addition to Crystal City, and having any kind of
open space is a plus.

9/3/2019 5:24 AM

12 I like it, but there should be less emphasis on it being a dog park. 9/2/2019 3:43 PM

13 This is my preferred option. The dog park is a great amenity for the neighborhood. Also keep the
pollinator garden idea.

9/2/2019 9:01 AM

14 This is excellent. Definitely need more dog parks in area. 9/1/2019 5:01 PM

15 Please no more dogs; their owners invariably allow them to run loose in parks, even those with
signs reminding owners of leash rules such as Long Bridge Park, and make the areas frightening
for people not comfortable with dogs as well as unsanitary for other uses.

9/1/2019 1:50 PM

16 Dog run is not needed. We already have plenty of dog specific areas nearby. 9/1/2019 1:02 PM

17 The neighborhood could use a dog run and this would be a draw for people to walk to. 9/1/2019 12:34 PM

18 The neighborhood could use a dog run and this would be a draw for people to walk to. 9/1/2019 12:33 PM

19 Love it. A dog run is much needed! 9/1/2019 9:46 AM
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20 This is the best option. There is a not a dog park in VA highlands park or anywhere nearby. 9/1/2019 9:22 AM

21 There are already many small dog parks in the area, so this doesn't add much. Arlington should
consider putting a larger dog park elsewhere and not wasting the small space in this park on yet
another too-small dog park.

9/1/2019 8:12 AM

22 Dog runs aren’t maintained by the dog owners and the smell and appearance is horrible and costly
to maintain

9/1/2019 6:31 AM

23 Good 9/1/2019 6:14 AM

24 Nice option for dog owners. 9/1/2019 3:39 AM

25 Good to have a dog run. Too many area residents let their dogs off leash in informal open spaces 8/31/2019 4:49 PM

26 Dog run could create a lot of waste and noise 8/31/2019 3:28 PM

27 The dog run is too small to be meaningful. This is not a good option. However, no matter what you
do here, it will end up exactly the same as Met Park which has become a dog relief area because
the county has not required the developer to make space for dogs as part of their plans. So any
open space becomes a space for dogs. Simply, if dogs are going to be in apartments, the county
needs to make sure the developers make space for the dogs so our county resources are not fog
wastelands.

8/31/2019 3:18 PM

28 This is the best option -- features the wooded walkways and seating areas, and has the dog run.
Our community in Aurora Highlands needs a dog run and this would be useful, practical and
appropriate as part of the park.

8/31/2019 7:13 AM

29 This concept is a perfect way to make use of this land. 8/31/2019 4:21 AM

30 minus dog run. 8/30/2019 6:32 PM

31 Dog runs are very lacking in our area. 8/30/2019 3:59 PM

32 I like this one the best due to openness, but could use some more seating under trees along Fern
St. (see option #1). Dog parks/socializing areas are nice, since our neighborhood has a lot of 4-
legged companions.

8/30/2019 3:55 PM

33 You could squeeze these uses into that space, but the photos show a much more expansive area
than is contemplated by this park.

8/30/2019 3:08 PM

34 Probably necessary if apts allow pets. 8/30/2019 2:53 PM

35 Good community gather area and beneficial to the overall new residents in the development.
Create good environment for socialization and enough "activities" for the dogs (ie should NOT just
be a fenced in patch of grass)

8/30/2019 2:12 PM

36 This is the 2nd best plan because it still offers a lot of tree cover to help cool the area and a
generous pollinator habitat. IF there is no other dog park in the area, this would be a good addition
to keep other park areas from being overrun by dogs and to promote social interactions among
residents in the area.

8/30/2019 1:08 PM

37 Dog park should be separate. Barking may disturb others trying to enjoy park 8/30/2019 1:07 PM

38 NO DOGS! There are other dog parks and this area doesn't need one. 8/30/2019 11:37 AM

39 I think this is the most attractive mix-use option 8/30/2019 11:34 AM

40 Love the dog run. Many residents do not have yards and having to drive to a dog park is insane.
My family would use the dog run.

8/30/2019 11:04 AM

41 Dogs are popular pets and I heard that the buildings around this park will allow dogs. Dog parks
tend to be very popular, so it would be a good use of space that many people would want to use.

8/30/2019 9:34 AM

42 This space is too small for a good dog run 8/30/2019 8:29 AM

43 Love the dog run. Many residents do not have yards and having to drive to a dog park is insane.
My family would use the dog run.

8/30/2019 8:02 AM

44 I like that the dog area is nestled in a corner of the park and not the feature. I'm glad the pollinator
garden is a common theme!

8/30/2019 7:35 AM

45 Dog runs are often requested in various community settings locally, and that leads to other social
interaction, so this combo may work. Rank #1

8/28/2019 8:08 PM
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46 its ok 8/28/2019 11:00 AM

47 Dog Runs should be required for a project of this size. 8/26/2019 11:15 AM

48 No dog park in 22202! Excellent area! 8/23/2019 1:00 PM
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Q3 What do you think? Please share your thoughts on Park Option 3 -
Casual Use + Community Garden + Dog Run.

Answered: 48 Skipped: 91

# RESPONSES DATE

1 I don't think the community gardens will serve as many people as there are dog owners and
fitness philes.

9/6/2019 12:49 PM

2 It seems like too much is going on here. Community gardens should be on their own, unless as
part of a very large open space. On the dog run, I have the same concerns as with option #2.

9/6/2019 7:52 AM

3 preferred - #1 9/5/2019 7:47 PM

4 Will need natural-looking/unobtrusive fence for garden area, hopefully possible w/ dog park as well 9/5/2019 2:50 PM

5 My preferred option. Community gardens and dog exercise area are both in demand in the
neighborhood. A dog park is the best use of the space across from the rat-infested dumpsters.
Before you invest in a community garden, however, you might want to do something about all the
rats that live across the street by the dumpster (check out the colony some evening!), so that they
don't start devouring everything that gets planted in the garden.

9/5/2019 2:13 PM

6 There are already community gardens nearby, though demand may warrant additional space. This
is not the appropriate spot for the dog park/run for the area - please pursue the Eads park option.

9/4/2019 9:41 AM

7 Believe this will overcrowd the space. Better to do one or two concepts correctly and fully than try
to squeeze everything in.

9/4/2019 6:32 AM

8 This is my favorite one because of the emphasis on community gardens. Gardens bring people
together, especially this community and we will get the chance to know one another. You can
eliminate the dog space, and put either a half court basketball, a play ground, etc. People can
have their own gardens, which is what they want and grow their own herbs and have a designated
space where people can also compost. It should be an educational garden focusing on our
environment and combating climate change. Keep everything as natural as possible, hang a rope
swing from the trees, hammocks, etc. The garden can incorporate a small garden/play area for
parents who bring their children with them, so while the parents get to work, the children can also
play and the parents have their eyes on them.

9/3/2019 3:02 PM

9 This is my favorite one because of the emphasis on community gardens. Gardens bring people
together, especially this community and we will get the chance to know one another. You can
eliminate the dog space, and put either a half court basketball, a play ground, etc. People can
have their own gardens, which is what they want and grow their own herbs and have a designated
space where people can also compost. It should be an educational garden focusing on our
environment and combating climate change. Keep everything as natural as possible, hang a rope
swing from the trees, hammocks, etc. The garden can incorporate a small garden/play area for
parents who bring their children with them, so while the parents get to work, the children can also
play and the parents have their eyes on them.

9/3/2019 3:00 PM

10 Like this very much 9/3/2019 1:14 PM

11 I think this option tries to provide too many uses for this limited space. I think providing both a dog
park and community garden is asking too much of this space.

9/3/2019 7:29 AM

12 Option 3 would be a great use of space. Adding a community garden and a dog run would help to
make Crystal City feel a little less business focused, and add a place to meet and see neighbors.

9/3/2019 5:24 AM

13 Community Garden plots are incredibly needed, but having dogs near them is not a good idea. 9/2/2019 3:43 PM

14 Community Garden sounds interesting. Not sure how it would work close to dog park. 9/1/2019 5:01 PM

15 Dog run is not needed. We already have plenty of dog specific areas nearby. 9/1/2019 1:02 PM

16 This would get the most use of all the options and make it a destination. It is also a nice mix of
different user groups.

9/1/2019 12:34 PM
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17 This would get the most use of all the options and make it a destination. It is also a nice mix of
different user groups.

9/1/2019 12:33 PM

18 The community garden concept would benefit far fewer people than a larger dog run. 9/1/2019 9:46 AM

19 This option is also good as it has the dog park but the community garden uses a lot of space for
something that would be used by very few people. More causal use space is better as more
people will use it.

9/1/2019 9:22 AM

20 This design is too full of single-user spaces and doesn't promote the diversity of uses the other
designs allow. When seating, lawns, and treed areas are provided, more Arlington residents
benefit. The shade structures and swings are nice elements that could be incorporated in another
design.

9/1/2019 8:12 AM

21 Community gardens and dog runs are never maintained and present an ugly appearance to the
neighborhood

9/1/2019 6:31 AM

22 Good, but if the community garden isn't maintained, it good get unruly with the plants. 9/1/2019 6:14 AM

23 I like the idea of community gardens in addition to the dog run better than the dog run alone, but
wonder how the garden lottery would work.

9/1/2019 3:39 AM

24 Yes, this is a good option that offers something for everyone. Community garden should have
space set aside for AFAC. Design should ensure logical pedestrian routes (i.e. central garden may
not be right if it's in the way of the most straight forward path to the metro from the 23rd street
area).

8/31/2019 4:49 PM

25 It seems to make more sense to have a community garden linked with a pollinator area vs a dog
run. Concerns about cross contamination..

8/31/2019 3:28 PM

26 This Option tries to cram way too much in that little space. However, no matter what you do here,
it will end up exactly the same as Met Park which has become a dog relief area because the
county has not required the developer to make space for dogs as part of their plans. So any open
space becomes a space for dogs. Simply, if dogs are going to be in apartments, the county needs
to make sure the developers make space for the dogs so our county resources are not fog
wastelands.

8/31/2019 3:18 PM

27 I don't like this at all. No need for a community garden. it will not be used and does not need to be
in place of the wooded walkways.

8/31/2019 7:13 AM

28 sounds good minus dog run 8/30/2019 6:32 PM

29 A community garden is not something that fits in our multifamily area; it's more suited for single
family areas of Arlington.

8/30/2019 3:59 PM

30 Community gardens are nice, but limit space to chill out. Some gardens look nice, but others not
so much. Wouldn't want a weedy mess to develop!

8/30/2019 3:55 PM

31 There does not seem to be sufficient space in this pocket park for a community garden and dog
run. The photos show much larger spaces.

8/30/2019 3:08 PM

32 Better option than first 2. 8/30/2019 2:53 PM

33 socialization and enough "activities" for the dogs (ie should NOT just be a fenced in patch of
grass). Community garden is a nice addition to satisfy the existing residents in the neighborhood.

8/30/2019 2:12 PM

34 Bad option: too much tree canopy given up for the community gardens. The park is too small for
both a dog park and community gardens, and community gardens exclued too much of the public.

8/30/2019 1:08 PM

35 I don’t think a garden and a dog park should be near each other for sanitary reasons 8/30/2019 1:07 PM

36 It is nice but remove the dog run! 8/30/2019 11:37 AM

37 community gardens are nice, but can look messy. will they be fenced or screened? Shaded paths
and seating and dog park also nice.

8/30/2019 11:34 AM

38 Not a fan of the community garden. The one at Glebe and Ridge road was recently expanded.
They never look aS neat and tidy as one would like them to look and they are not so pretty in the
winter.

8/30/2019 11:04 AM

39 I love the possibility of encouraging community activities so that the park is well loved and used.
For all four options I would really emphasize the shaded seating areas to protect against the
intense summer heat, which would discourage folks from venturing out.

8/30/2019 10:53 AM
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40 I like the way that park ideas are developing from something ordinary to something particle but
also unique. I like public space to have more than one use. A community garden would be a
wonderful idea in addition to casual use and a dog park. The demand for community gardens is
growing rapidly. I love all of the pictures provided in this example. Shaded seated areas are great
for picnics and would be used often by the public. The swings could provide some fun and light
exercise.

8/30/2019 9:34 AM

41 There is not enough space here for all this stuff. IT's going to look junky from day 1. 8/30/2019 9:33 AM

42 The space seems way too small for multi use 8/30/2019 8:29 AM

43 Not a fan of the community garden. The one at Glebe and Ridge road was recently expanded.
They never look aS neat and tidy as one would like them to look and they are not so pretty in the
winter.

8/30/2019 8:02 AM

44 I like the idea of a Community Garden, but as someone who was on the wait list for the Barton St
Community Garden for years, it's almost like a private park for a small contingent of people paid for
by the public. That plus the dog area means this park is designed with two groups in mind: lucky
gardeners and dog owners, and everyone else can just watch them enjoy the park's main features.

8/30/2019 7:35 AM

45 Long experience says community gardens tend to be a bit messy, need space for supplies, mulch,
etc. Space is too small. Not a good mix with dog run in any case. Rank #4

8/28/2019 8:08 PM

46 Community garden is not the most effective use of the space 8/28/2019 11:00 AM

47 Great!- A real lack of Community Garden in the area. 8/26/2019 11:15 AM

48 Even better S Glebe/S Lang does not meet the needs of people in CC/PC 8/23/2019 1:00 PM
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Q4 What do you think? Please share your thoughts on Park Option 4 -
Casual Use + Fitness Stations.

Answered: 48 Skipped: 91

# RESPONSES DATE

1 This is my 1st choice. We live in an active community and the closest outdoor fitness area is in the
2500-blk of Crystal Dr. To avoid crossing Rte 1, you have to use the 18th St underpass.

9/6/2019 12:49 PM

2 I would rank this third. I am not convince that fitness stations located in a small, isolated open
space will be used, successful. Maybe if there are some examples of where this works outside of
a larger park, or multiuse trail situation that would be good to know. Having said this, if there could
be marked a jogging or walking route in the neighborhood that could be incorporated with a
modern set of fitness stations, I wouldn't be adverse to the experiment.

9/6/2019 7:52 AM

3 least preferred - #4 9/5/2019 7:47 PM

4 Not a fan. The only time I have ever seen these fitness stations get used frequently are in large
city parks with heavy visitation. We have lots of opportunities for active recreation in the
neighborhood. We do not have dog parks and community gardens.

9/5/2019 2:13 PM

5 This is my preferred option by far. Thank you. 9/4/2019 9:41 AM

6 Having seen outdoor fitness systems around the US and in Europe, it seems the bulk of these are
seldom used. Believe this would be a waste of the space.

9/4/2019 6:32 AM

7 We have a great amount of brick and mortar gyms within the area, this would be a waste of space.
I believe in fitness, but with where I live, there are 4 gyms within a 1 block radius, and that is great,
yoga studio, barre studio, Earth Treks, long bridge, etc. I would designate this space to something
more useful. It would be nice to include either a half court basketball for the little kids, perhaps a
small bicycle path for the little ones, etc. The kids can use a bit of playgrounds.

9/3/2019 3:02 PM

8 We have a great amount of brick and mortar gyms within the area, this would be a waste of space.
I believe in fitness, but with where I live, there are 4 gyms within a 1 block radius, and that is great,
yoga studio, barre studio, Earth Treks, long bridge, etc. I would designate this space to something
more useful. It would be nice to include either a half court basketball for the little kids, perhaps a
small bicycle path for the little ones, etc. The kids can use a bit of playgrounds.

9/3/2019 3:00 PM

9 No interest in fitness station on 9/3/2019 1:14 PM

10 I don't think fitness stations are the best use of this limited sized space. This is my least favorite
option.

9/3/2019 7:29 AM

11 I think this is a cool concept, but there is already a huge public fitness area down the street in
Pentagon City. I feel like this would be duplicative.

9/3/2019 5:24 AM

12 There should be more trees and shade in the walkable areas. We need as many trees as
possible.

9/2/2019 3:43 PM

13 Nobody ever uses those fitness stations in parks. 9/2/2019 9:01 AM

14 Already have lots of fitness opportunities in the area buildings and at least one other park area. 9/1/2019 5:01 PM

15 Looks nice, but how much use do the fitness stations at the south end of Crystal City get? 9/1/2019 1:50 PM

16 I rarely see anyone using fitness stations at other parks. 9/1/2019 12:34 PM

17 I rarely see anyone using fitness stations at other parks. 9/1/2019 12:33 PM

18 Fitness stations are nice in theory, but there’s one by crystal drive that gets very little use. I don’t
think there is any demand for an additional fitness space.

9/1/2019 9:46 AM

19 Not as good as the dog park options. Most folks around have gyms in their buildings. 9/1/2019 9:22 AM
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20 This option is the second best because it allows some room for open lawn and other uses. A
playground would be more utilized than the fitness area, but some adults use nearby playgrounds
for fitness, so this could respond to them. Overall, elements like fitness stations, dog parks, and
community gardens aren't as versatile as open spaces and treed areas with seating.

9/1/2019 8:12 AM

21 Fitness stations are a waste of money and space. These apts all have gyms inside them and there
are plenty of fitness centers in the area.

9/1/2019 6:31 AM

22 Nope. Crystal City already has a fitness park and no one uses it. 9/1/2019 6:14 AM

23 Love the idea of fitness stations like those in the parks in Del Rey. I especially like that the stations
are set into the park a little so that people driving by aren’t necessarily watching you work out.

9/1/2019 3:39 AM

24 Fitness stations aren't the right use for this park, as they are better either park of a longer run/trail
or as part of route that someone would pass through, such as the fitness trail in Crystal city.

8/31/2019 4:49 PM

25 This is a nice concept as well. 8/31/2019 3:28 PM

26 This is a fine option. I am doubtful that the fitness stations will not be used. However, no matter
what you do here, it will end up exactly the same as Met Park which has become a dog relief area
because the county has not required the developer to make space for dogs as part of their plans.
So any open space becomes a space for dogs. Simply, if dogs are going to be in apartments, the
county needs to make sure the developers make space for the dogs so our county resources are
not fog wastelands.

8/31/2019 3:18 PM

27 There are already plenty of fitness areas in the community and this park should not be taken up by
fitness stations. Worst of all the designs.

8/31/2019 7:13 AM

28 pets need to go only in designated areas. not healthy to have pets in sports fields and everywhere! 8/30/2019 6:32 PM

29 An area for children might be a better idea if we want to attract more families. 8/30/2019 3:59 PM

30 Fitness stations seems good in principle, but the magic question is whether they will be used. 8/30/2019 3:55 PM

31 This is doable, but existing fitness stations in Crystal City are underutilized and this would provide
scant benefit to the community.

8/30/2019 3:08 PM

32 any of above except NOT ugly "fitness station" whatever happens, don't change the water park!! or
maybe even add ANOTHER water park or fountain.

8/30/2019 3:03 PM

33 Would assist in keeping people off sidewalks working out at lunch time as many colleagues do this
currently.

8/30/2019 2:53 PM

34 I would combine fitness station, dog park, and casual use. I think this would provide the best
impact.

8/30/2019 2:12 PM

35 Too much space devoted to too few users in the fitness and community gardens options. Plus the
fitness equipment is better offered indoors where it can be used year around. Also, artificial turf is
a terrible way to use the little open space we have. Maximize trees and other live plantings
instead.

8/30/2019 1:08 PM

36 Love this idea. Encourages a healthy lifestyle and gets people outside 8/30/2019 1:07 PM

37 Please include fitness stations. I frequently jog past this area from Arlington Ridge to Crystal Drive
and would love fitness stations integrated into the landscaping.

8/30/2019 12:53 PM

38 Fitness stations would be better installed along the Long Bridge Park area. 8/30/2019 11:37 AM

39 would rather have green space, seating, paths and growing things than fitness equipment that is
less likely to be used often, pavement absorbs heat etc.

8/30/2019 11:34 AM

40 The fitness stations would appear to make the space less friendly to kids and dogs. 8/30/2019 11:04 AM

41 Excellent--I'm most likely to use the shaded seating and fitness stations since I live in Del Ray,
which is a bit far to bring my dog very often.

8/30/2019 10:53 AM

42 I'm unsure how popular and well used fitness stations are. I believe that most people prefer to use
a gym, since it is all seasons. I would want more data/studies to see the cost/benefit analysis. I
would rate this above Option 1, but I think that 2 & 3 where much better uses of space.

8/30/2019 9:34 AM

43 The fitness stations would appear to make the space less friendly to kids and dogs. 8/30/2019 8:02 AM
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44 The workout area is neat, but I worry about the cost of maintenance and replacement of equipment
over the years. Also would you have to "check it out" like a tennis court to use it? Would kids just
use it as a different kind of playground? I do like the wildlife observation and education! Assuming
there is wildlife to observe that's not just squirrels and pigeons.

8/30/2019 7:35 AM

45 Not sure if space is large enough for a good fitness station plan, but could work (weather
dependent). Casual use okay. Shade makes a big difference.

8/28/2019 8:08 PM

46 Fitness stations should be designed for ADULTS. Most parks focus on kids, which is fine, but
Adults need fitness spots too!!! I like this option the most

8/28/2019 11:00 AM

47 Not needed near as much as the other ideas. 8/26/2019 11:15 AM

48 Fitness stations are tired and poorly used. 8/23/2019 1:00 PM
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Q5 ALL PARK OPTIONSOf the four park options, which do you prefer?
Please rank 1 through 4 with 1 being your preferred option and 4 being

your least preferred option.
Answered: 132 Skipped: 7
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72.39% 97

58.21% 78

32.09% 43

20.15% 27

Q6 Of the four main uses (casual use, dog run, fitness stations and
community garden), please select the activities you would like to see at

the site.
Answered: 134 Skipped: 5

Total Respondents: 134  

Casual Use
(includes op...

Dog Run
(fenced)

Community
Garden (fenced)

Fitness
Stations
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Casual Use (includes open lawn, canopy trees, pollinator gardens, seating, etc)

Dog Run (fenced)

Community Garden (fenced)

Fitness Stations
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Q7 Have an experience you'd like to recommend for consideration that
you don't see listed above? Tell us here!

Answered: 33 Skipped: 106

# RESPONSES DATE

1 You could have a smaller casual use space splitting the middle of the park, separating fitness
stations on one side and a fenced dog run on the other. I don't see the casual space being used
much there, but the community is active and has lots of dogs. With these two options, I hope trees
providing shade and green cover can be included.

9/6/2019 12:49 PM

2 There is a 5-7 year wait for community gardens in Arlington. I’ve bern on for 3. 9/4/2019 2:31 PM

3 Have a water feature for kids to play in during the summer months. The local spray ground is
already crowded. Kids living in highrises will need an area to get out in and another spray ground
or at least a water feature would be good for them. Cap it in the off months (like Pentagon Row
does) with a multi-use open surface.

9/4/2019 6:24 AM

4 These spaces really do not seem that big for the amount of housing planned in that small area. 9/4/2019 2:15 AM

5 Activate the space for the community, having a pavilion allows for musicians or artists to perform,
for yoga to be performed, for artists and makers to create and sell. Perhaps during the winter the
garden can become multi-purpose, an ice rink, etc. You want to create a space that will bring
members of the community together and have a focus on children and the kids. I think Crystal City
needs some pocket playground parks for the little ones.

9/3/2019 3:02 PM

6 Activate the space for the community, having a pavilion allows for musicians or artists to perform,
for yoga to be performed, for artists and makers to create and sell. Perhaps during the winter the
garden can become multi-purpose, an ice rink, etc. You want to create a space that will bring
members of the community together and have a focus on children and the kids. I think Crystal City
needs some pocket playground parks for the little ones.

9/3/2019 3:00 PM

7 Solar Panels, Water bottle Refilling water fountains, recycling bins, and Unisex Restrooms. 9/2/2019 3:43 PM

8 The existing complex and neighborhood has many dogs 9/2/2019 6:06 AM

9 Water feature 9/1/2019 9:22 AM

10 Kids park 9/1/2019 8:01 AM

11 Bocce court or corn hole spot. 9/1/2019 6:14 AM

12 Playground 8/31/2019 5:47 PM

13 Playground, bbq/picnic area, bocce 8/31/2019 4:49 PM

14 A water feature for children to play in would be nice, especially as there are no other facilities for
children. it's great to have facilities for dogs, but I don't understand why the other side of the park
can't have something for children.

8/31/2019 6:03 AM

15 A water feature for children to play in would be nice, especially as there are no other facilities for
children. it's great to have facilities for dogs, but I don't understand why the other side of the park
can't have something for children.

8/31/2019 6:03 AM

16 kids friendly, dogs separated from kids 8/30/2019 6:32 PM

17 children's play area with water feature 8/30/2019 3:59 PM

18 fountains/water feature 8/30/2019 3:03 PM

19 No 8/30/2019 2:53 PM

20 How about a public orchard? 8/30/2019 12:40 PM

21 Renovated children's park here that is much nicer than the one by the library, that would be better
than a dog run.

8/30/2019 11:37 AM

22 little "leave a book/take a book" lending library kiosk 8/30/2019 11:34 AM
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23 There are no dog parks that you can walk your dog to in this area. 8/30/2019 11:04 AM

24 The less pavement the better! 8/30/2019 10:45 AM

25 N/A 8/30/2019 9:34 AM

26 Outdoor pool. Sell family memberships to pay for maintenance. Much needed as no pools nearby
only spray grounds. Families in aurora highlands will pay summer pool membership fees.

8/30/2019 8:50 AM

27 Community pool 8/30/2019 8:36 AM

28 There are no dog parks that you can walk your dog to in this area. 8/30/2019 8:02 AM

29 Zone for residential 8/30/2019 7:48 AM

30 Would you consider selling neighborhood seasonal passes to use your pool facilities? There is not
a public pool south of 395 in Arlington and it would be nice to have access to pool facilities

8/30/2019 7:32 AM

31 Bicycle parking, scooter docking stations 8/28/2019 11:00 AM

32 How about a water feature? Fountain? Something that is more than open space. 8/26/2019 11:15 AM

33 option 5: casual + fitness (larger than in option 4) + dog run 8/23/2019 12:43 PM
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Q8 What do you think? Please share any overall thoughts about this
space that you'd like to be considered in planning this space.

Answered: 71 Skipped: 68

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Frankly the fact that it will be privately—not publicly owed, is highly unappealing to me. What
obligation does Roseland then have to keep up the space to the liking and standards of the
community? What information are they using to be able to determine if spaces like this will even
have enough room to be shared among the flock of new Crystal House residents and community
at large? Garden plots for example— I can see CH residents getting first choices on these-then
how will the community at large be able to engage with the space?

9/6/2019 7:23 PM

2 I believe that a space for dogs to exercise and socialize is critical. Many urban residents have dogs
for companionship, mental health and exercise. It's really important that the dogs be socialized
regularly so that they are good community "citizens." The county should make it as easy as
possible for residents to have dogs--and have dogs that are behaviorally healthy. Second, this
neighborhood has lost *dozens* and *dozens* of mature tress over the last 20 or 30 years. The
loss of tree cover affects neighborhood temperatures. Additionally, pollinator and other habitat
plants are really important for bird and insect life. Thanks!

9/6/2019 8:15 AM

3 I think this will be a nice addition. Any efforts to expand the footprint into the current surface
parking and to enhance connectivity through the rest of the development block would be
appreciated.

9/6/2019 7:52 AM

4 Additional benches not on paths could support heavier use. Some primary paths could be
secondary for more green feel. (Overall, need more park space -- this is nice but tiny)

9/5/2019 2:50 PM

5 The likelihood that this space will be used by anybody other than residents of Crystal House,
Aurora Highlands, or Crystal City, and possibly parts of Arlington Ridge, is very small. I hope the
input from other distant neighborhoods is not used to prioritize the options.

9/5/2019 2:13 PM

6 More community gardens are needed! 9/4/2019 2:31 PM

7 Anything but a dog run please! I am a dog owner and live in the neighborhood, and while we need
a dedicated space within walking distance for our dogs this is not the right location.

9/4/2019 9:41 AM

8 I like the green space. I'm just afraid there isn't enough space for children to get exercise. 9/4/2019 6:24 AM

9 I think there will be way toooooooo many people in that little area for these little green spots to
even matter.

9/4/2019 2:15 AM

10 Make it as natural as possible, a little mix of play for the kids and an area for people to relax from
the busy work life.

9/3/2019 3:02 PM

11 Make it as natural as possible. 9/3/2019 3:00 PM

12 Arlington needs more urban agriculture locations! Community gardens with individual allotments or
a large, public demonstration garden would be ideal for the site. Thank you for organizing this
public input.

9/3/2019 11:54 AM

13 preserving trees, providing wildlife corridors (to the extent possible) and ensuring the preservation
of species and ecological functioning should be the priority of all green space. I also think that this
development, considering the amount of trees that will be sacrificed for more housing, needs to
incorporate biophilic principles in the new buildings' design--green roofs especially would be a
positive step in addressing the lack of and destruction of tree cover in this community.

9/3/2019 7:29 AM

14 I really hope decision makers go with the idea of adding a dog park. There really isn't a great place
to take your dog in Crystal City off leash, and not much green space. So the addition would be a
difference maker for me. I've live in Crystal City for nearly 10 years and would try to stay for
another 10 if i could.

9/3/2019 5:24 AM

15 We don’t need more spaces for dogs. 9/2/2019 4:30 PM
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16 There should definitely be community garden plots, lots of trees and shade, a picnic area, a
conversation area / education, solar panels, and be pedestrian safe VS bikers being super
aggressive in it. Maybe put a separate area for bikes.

9/2/2019 3:43 PM

17 Community gardens = Social HEALTH Arlington residents need more opportunities to interact with
an EDIBLE LANDSCAPE Make a publicly accessible pathway straight down the MIDDLE OF THE
GARDEN. Allow the pubic IN Plenty of WATER and SMALL PAVILION will allow people to stay
longer. URBAN AGRICULTURE IS A FUTUE TREND ARLINGTON HAS TO EMBRACE IN NEW
DEVELOPMENTS sorry for shouting. thank you. :)

9/2/2019 10:48 AM

18 Dog park! 9/2/2019 8:34 AM

19 Dog park is critical! 9/2/2019 8:33 AM

20 Ive seen many public spaces of similar size in the District be used as dog parks and community
gardens effectively, and these spaces tend to promote social connection among residents.

9/2/2019 6:06 AM

21 The space should be larger. 9/2/2019 3:26 AM

22 Dog parks are long overdue and any additional green space that can be enjoyed by just walking
and being outside are appreciated.

9/1/2019 2:39 PM

23 Please remember fitness, walking, seating areas desperately need shaded areas during warmer
times of year. It's a real problem in Long Bridge park--no shade on promenade, little elsewhere.

9/1/2019 1:50 PM

24 Please prioritize seating, lawn space, and trees. These are elements that make parks inviting and
accessible to all Arlington Ian's, rather than a few.

9/1/2019 8:12 AM

25 It’s a very small space. I will be very interested to see how all this can fit all of this on that tiny lot. 9/1/2019 8:01 AM

26 Two years ago, the county purchased a house and adjoining empty lot on the 900 block of 20th St.
for +or - $1M with promises of developing the land as a pocket park. Since then, we've seen
purchases of other land and houses for park use, but we have been left with an empty lot and a
boarded up house. So hard to support anything they're planning for other parks.

9/1/2019 7:24 AM

27 Dog runs are great except when people don’t care and don’t maintain. Walk down the sidewalks
any day and the feces left on the ground is disgusting.

9/1/2019 6:31 AM

28 More trees the better and try to go with aromatic plants throughout the park. 9/1/2019 6:14 AM

29 Love the idea of a park in this space, especially one that provides more than just beautiful shade
to the community. I personally would not get use out of a dog park or garden, so my preference is
fitness, but any of these options would be a great improvement.

9/1/2019 3:39 AM

30 This survey gives too few options. It would be better to solicit opinions about a wide use variety of
uses first before presenting options that have been designed. Also, why is there no chance to give
input into the park use on Eads? That has potential to only be viewed as the "front yard" for
Crystal House, which should not be counted as a park contribution by the developer (see the
general failure of the green areas at River House). That park should have some kind of specific
use available, such as playable art/playground, bocce, or other uses.

8/31/2019 4:49 PM

31 One must remember that this resulting project is an overall large loss of green space that already
exists on the property. Also, the landowner has, in the past few years fenced in additional green
space that had previously been used by the community.

8/31/2019 3:18 PM

32 Who will maintain this area. What about homeless people trying to camp out or lounge @ with all
their stuff? there should be an adequate space for children given much higher priority than dogs.

8/31/2019 12:25 PM

33 More equipment and areas designed for children. This is a family area. 8/31/2019 10:41 AM

34 Option two - casual use and dog run - is by far the best option. Our community doesn't have a nice
dog run and we have many households with dogs, so this would be very useful and attractive, and
still keeps a majority green wooded area for the park.

8/31/2019 7:13 AM

35 Would like to ensure that if there's a dog run it's open to the community and not gated off for only
apartment resident use. Seems like the lack of amenities proposed for children is a big oversight.
We will want to make sure this park is used by everyone and having some child friendly areas
would help that.

8/31/2019 6:03 AM

36 Would like to ensure that if there's a dog run it's open to the community and not gated off for only
apartment resident use. Seems like the lack of amenities proposed for children is a big oversight.
We will want to make sure this park is used by everyone and having some child friendly areas
would help that.

8/31/2019 6:03 AM
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37 Our community has long needed a neighborhood dog run/park. This is a perfect location for one.
Further, dogs bring people together. Dogs help form communities. I strongly support an area for
dogs in this space.

8/31/2019 4:21 AM

38 lots of nature, family and kid friendly! 8/30/2019 6:32 PM

39 Love the idea of the park, not a huge fan of Crystal Houses along S. Fern since it will significantly
"urbanize" the neighborhood and close things in quite a bit. Distance views will be lost.

8/30/2019 3:55 PM

40 We need a dog park on this side of Arlington like Clarendon has on theirs- and community
gardens! These are useful and thoughtful of the land space for the county demographics. Just
having a random open space is wasteful. And there is already fitness equipment in Crystal City,
which not many people use.

8/30/2019 3:10 PM

41 We need a dog park on this side of Arlington like Clarendon has on theirs- and community
gardens! These are useful and thoughtful of the land space for the county demographics. Just
having a random open space is wasteful. And there is already fitness equipment in Crystal City,
which not many people use.

8/30/2019 3:09 PM

42 These spaces are totally inadequate to compensate for this massive development (which seems to
exceed densities envisioned in the Crystal City sector plan). They consist of open space that the
public already has access to and are offset by open space that will be lost to new construction.
They do not take into account the community's desire to retain direct pedestrian access to the
corner of 18th and Eads (which will be blocked by a new building).

8/30/2019 3:08 PM

43 See above. 8/30/2019 2:53 PM

44 Something for kids 8/30/2019 2:23 PM

45 Older kids playground/splash pad 8/30/2019 2:14 PM

46 Dog park is a must and would be highly welcomed. Fitness would also be a great addition to
incorporate.

8/30/2019 2:12 PM

47 Those swing concepts look good too, along with the trellis idea. Would be nice to have some
natural shade in that area.

8/30/2019 12:53 PM

48 It seems like a lot to pack into a small space. Might be nice to have a water feature of some sort. 8/30/2019 12:40 PM

49 It is good that we may get another park space that is maintained by the private developer. We
don't need a dog run.

8/30/2019 11:37 AM

50 If the different options might result in different amount of seating available (and I consider nice
shaded grassy areas as available seating), then I would also vote for maximising built and grassy
seating areas.

8/30/2019 10:53 AM

51 This is a VERY tiny amount of green space for HUNDREDS of new residents in an area with little
tree canopy or natural space. Making it as flexible as possible for all to enjoy should be key.
Nature is less expensive to maintain, and it offers lower initial capital costs as well. Trees and
vegetation provide an offset to the urban heat island effect, which increases ground-level ozone
levels — an acute problem Crystal/Pentagon City. Trees intercept, infiltrate and evapotranspire
stormwater, reducing stormwater management costs. Moreover, trees filter pollutants from the air.
Nature is the sustainable choice, which benefits both human health and the environment.

8/30/2019 10:45 AM

52 There is no dog park anywhere in 22202. Yet all other options considered are already available. It
is way overdue to have a dog park here!

8/30/2019 9:50 AM

53 The team that put this together has worked hard and done their homework. Parks aren't just
spaces with grass. They are much more than that when properly utilized.

8/30/2019 9:34 AM

54 Dog run is very important because there is not one in our immediate area 8/30/2019 9:34 AM

55 I think whatever is allowed, it's essential that full pedestrian accommodations are required during
the entire construction process. This is near the core of a Metro walkshed, and they MUST be
required to let pedestrians pass instead of having to cross the street.

8/30/2019 8:56 AM

56 There is no official dog park/run south of I-395 in Arlington. The closest one is over a mile a way
on Columbia Pike. It would be a great addition to the community to have a dog run at this park
rather than just some additional open space. I would actually like to see an option with the dog
park/run bigger than shown in Option 2. I am opposed to the idea of the County leasing public park
land to people for gardening when it means that only those 11/22 people will be able to enjoy it. I
strenuously object to any and all community gardens run by the County including option 3.

8/30/2019 8:43 AM
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57 When I lived in the Crystal House building, one of the best features of the property was the open
green space. I would love to see it stay that way so people and their pets can enjoy it. I still walk
thru there frequently on my way to 23rd street and enjoy the space. Making it a multi-use space
may make it feel overcrowded since the property is already going to be overdeveloped anyway.

8/30/2019 8:29 AM

58 This part of Arlington is in dire need of a public, fenced dog run. 8/30/2019 8:24 AM

59 Crystal city has more than abundant parks. Most of the existing parks are under-utilised. Zone for
more density and smaller plots. Increase use intensity in existence parks.

8/30/2019 7:48 AM

60 Must have a dog run 8/30/2019 7:44 AM

61 The more green (lawn, plants, trees) the better. 8/30/2019 7:32 AM

62 The current plan does not include enough green space for the added density being proposed.
Even with that number of buildings, there is no reason there needs to be so many internal drives
through the property. Removing some of these paved drive would allow for even more green
space.

8/30/2019 7:32 AM

63 No dog runs please 8/30/2019 7:29 AM

64 Outdoor fitness repetitive of machines on 24th & Crystal Dr If dog run chosen, it should be open to
public, not only residents of private apartments

8/29/2019 9:43 AM

65 there will be enough casual space on Eads St, so at this site there is very limited need for unused
space; just some seating

8/29/2019 9:23 AM

66 I believe local resident opinions (*Highlands, *Crystal City, Arlington Ridge) are the most relevant
here.

8/28/2019 8:08 PM

67 Select plants that specifically maximize the absorption of known air pollutants in the area, or
absorb excess carbon dioxide. https://www.treehugger.com/natural-sciences/urban-vegetation-
reduces-pollution-8x-more-previously-believed.html

8/28/2019 11:00 AM

68 Ensure there are adequate seating areas, seems to be avoided to keep homeless residents out,
but it isn't really casual use area without benches and tables.

8/26/2019 1:26 PM

69 Room for both human and dog exercise! 8/23/2019 12:54 PM

70 your focus should be on ranking uses, NOT on ranking preset options! 8/23/2019 12:43 PM

71 How can the design for the park @ 20th & Eads be final when the developer is proposing a total
redesign for the area - and the Eads St park will be different from the park in the prior approved
SPRC? We should have a public process for this park as well. For 22nd St park, if room - casual
space, dog run, and some fitness stations - but casual space and dog run are most important. If
you can include a water feature, that would be nice as well.

8/23/2019 8:48 AM
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Q9 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't know you can look
it up here.

Answered: 139 Skipped: 0

Don't know

Alcova Heights

Arlington East
Falls Church

Arlington
Forest

Arlington
Heights

Arlington Mill

Arlington Ridge

Arlington View

Arlingwood

Ashton Heights

Aurora
Highlands

Ballston-Virgin
ia Square

Barcroft

Bellevue Forest

Bluemont

Boulevard Manor

Buckingham

Chain Bridge
Forest
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Cherry Valley
Nature Area

Cherrydale

Claremont

Clarendon/Court
house

Colonial
Village

Columbia Forest
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Heights

Crystal City

Dominion Hills

Donaldson Run

Douglas Park

Dover Crystal

Fairlington

Forest Glen

Foxcroft
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Glebewood
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Green Valley

Gulf Branch

Highland Park
Overlee Knolls

John M.
Langston
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Leeway Overlee

Long Branch
Creek

Lyon Park

Lyon Village

Madison Manor

Maywood

North Highlands
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Old Dominion
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Riverwood
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Westover
Village
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Arlington East Falls Church

Arlington Forest

Arlington Heights

Arlington Mill

Arlington Ridge

Arlington View

Arlingwood

Ashton Heights

Aurora Highlands

Ballston-Virginia Square

Barcroft

Bellevue Forest

Bluemont

Boulevard Manor

Buckingham

Chain Bridge Forest

Cherry Valley Nature Area

Cherrydale

Claremont

Clarendon/Courthouse

Colonial Village
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0.72% 1

0.72% 1

20.14% 28

0.72% 1

0.00% 0

0.72% 1

0.00% 0

0.72% 1

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.72% 1

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.72% 1

0.00% 0

0.72% 1

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.72% 1

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

1.44% 2

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

Columbia Forest

Columbia Heights

Crystal City

Dominion Hills

Donaldson Run

Douglas Park

Dover Crystal

Fairlington

Forest Glen

Foxcroft Heights

Glebewood

Glencarlyn

Green Valley

Gulf Branch

Highland Park Overlee Knolls

John M. Langston

Leeway Overlee

Long Branch Creek

Lyon Park

Lyon Village

Madison Manor

Maywood

North Highlands

North Rosslyn

Old Dominion

Old Glebe

Penrose

Radnor/Ft. Meyer Heights

Rivercrest

Riverwood

Rock Springs

Shirlington

Stafford Albemarle Glebe

Tara Leeway Heights

Waverly Hills
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0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

0.00% 0

2.16% 3

4.32% 6

TOTAL 139

# OTHER (ARLINGTON RESIDENT). PLEASE SPECIFY. DATE

1 Potomac Yard 9/4/2019 9:50 AM

2 Aurora Hills 9/1/2019 7:24 AM

3 Pentagon city 8/31/2019 10:50 AM

4 many of them 8/30/2019 6:32 PM

5 Alexandria resident, work at Crystal City 8/30/2019 10:53 AM

6 Potomac Yard 8/30/2019 7:44 AM

Waycroft Woodlawn

Westover Village

Williamsburg

Woodmont

Yorktown

I don't live in Arlington

Other (Arlington Resident). Please specify.
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	Q1 What do you think? Please share your thoughts on Park Option 1 - Casual Use Focus.
	Q2 What do you think? Please share your thoughts on Park Option 2 - Casual Use + Dog Run.
	Q3 What do you think? Please share your thoughts on Park Option 3 - Casual Use + Community Garden + Dog Run.
	Q4 What do you think? Please share your thoughts on Park Option 4 - Casual Use + Fitness Stations.
	Q5 ALL PARK OPTIONSOf the four park options, which do you prefer? Please rank 1 through 4 with 1 being your preferred option and 4 being your least preferred option.
	Q6 Of the four main uses (casual use, dog run, fitness stations and community garden), please select the activities you would like to see at the site.
	Q7 Have an experience you'd like to recommend for consideration that you don't see listed above? Tell us here!
	Q8 What do you think? Please share any overall thoughts about this space that you'd like to be considered in planning this space.
	Q9 What Civic Association do you live in? If you don't know you can look it up here.

